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What can we do 
about it?

A Survey on 5G Millimeter Wave Communications for UAV-Assisted Wireless Networks 
July 2019,  IEEE Access

Different actors: Base 
stations, VRUs, Vehicles, 
Drones, IoT

Different type of 
connectivity: D2I/I2D, 
D2D, V2X



Intelligent & Connected 
Sustainable Vehicles

Devices that can perceive their 
surrounding

Devices that can communicate

Devices that can process data for a 
secure and efficient mobility



AI-based applications for VRUs
Cooperative awarness (multiple 
source data fusion)
Collision avoidance
Intersection crossing 
Speed & trajectory (personalized) 
advising
Blind spot monitoring & 
Lane change
Navigation

ETSI TS 103 300-2 V2.1.1 (2020-05)



Intelligent Edge
Motivated by the ever growing set of connected devices, collecting 
and analyzing (also private) data, and the need for ubiquitous AI

Emerging paradigm meeting the requirements of pervasive services, 
through which users can get real-time, personalized assistance and 
experiences

It requires automatic real-time optimization of heterogeneous 
resources and fast configurations optimally selecting network 
functions and AI techniques



Challenges

Reliable and low-latency communication among sustainable 
vehicles, pedestrians, traditional vehicles, and infrastructure

Artificial Intelligence: 
- centralized, distributed, hybrid approaches
- which model for which application

(on-line) AI task-resource association: 
- where to perform training and inference (cloud, edge, device) 
- which actors, which data, which resources



What we have being 
doing



1. Communication 
Challenges

optimal 
configuration of 
network functions 



Virtualized RAN
Edge-controlled or edge-assisted systems
Machine learning involving edge / fog

Vrain by NEC et al.
ML-based settings of 
an LTE vRAN (srsLTE) 
accounting for CPU 
consumption

CAREM: ML-based, 
application-aware 
management of multiple 
links* through vRAN

B. Bloessl, M. Segata, C. Sommer, F. Dressler: Performance Assessment of IEEE 802.11p with an Open Source SDR-Based 
Prototype. IEEE Trans. Mob. Comput (2018)
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How to average?
Weights given to different local models while averaging can 
account for:

o the amount of data that can be used for local training 

o how fast the learning nodes are 

Beyond standard learning: learning how to (better) learn (how to 
improve or reduce the training phase, data selection, …)



Impact of data heterogeneity
Learning nodes:
o gold: 500 samples, all 10 classes
o silver: 200 samples, all 10 classes
o bronze: 500 samples, 2 classes 
o garbage: 200 samples, 2 classes 

Weight strategy:
o uniform: equal weight
o no. samples: weights proportional to 

no. of samples owned
o no. classes: weights proportional to 

no. of classes
o entropy: weights proportional to dataset entropy



Future research directions

§ Account for communication-related aspects in data collection



Impact of mobile networks on 
AI-based applications

The Role of Network Topology for 
Distributed Machine Learning, G. Neglia, G. 
Calbi, D. Towsley, G. Vardoyan (2019)

Works by Walid Saad on the impact of 
communication on the performance of AI-
based applications (2020)



Thank you 
for your 
attention!


